1. Introduction and summary. Let (X, ^) be a poset; that is, is a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive relation on the set X. If X is also a topological space, the usual way of defining the continuity of the partial order ^, is to require that its graph P = {(x, y): x ±£y} be closed in XXX (see, for example, [2] , [3] ). Ward [3] , among others, has shown that the condition that P be closed is equivalent to saying that if a%b, then there exist (open) neighborhoods Ua and Ub of a and b respectively such that xEUa, yEUb implies that x^y. This is, in fact, equivalent to saying that for a, bEX, there exist (open) neighborhoods
Ua and Ub such that (i) if a <b then xEUa and yE Ub implies that y%x and (ii) if a and b are mutually incomparable, then xEUa and yE Ub implies that x and y are mutually incomparable.
Here, another definition of the strong continuity of ^ is proposed and it is shown that (Theorem 2) for some semilattices, the strong continuity of the associated partial order insures that it is a topological semilattice, that is, the semilattice operation is continuous. One may note that this is not necessarily true if the partial order is continuous in the usual sense, even for a compact space.
All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. A neighborhood means an open neighborhood. A partial order may be denoted either by ^ or by its graph P. The closure of a set A will be denoted by A*, its interior by Int A and its frontier by F(A). The diagonal A of a set X is the set {(x, x): xEX}.
2. Strong continuity of a partial order. A partial order P on a topological space X is said to be strongly continuous if for every a, bEX.
(i) if a<b, there exist neighborhoods Ua and Ub of a and b, respectively, such that for every xE Ua and yE Ub, x <y holds.
(ii) if a and b are incomparable, there exist neighborhoods Ua and Ub of a and b, respectively, such that every xEUa is incomparable with every yE UtIt is clear that a strongly continuous partial order is also continuous in the usual sense. The usual partial order on the Euclidean plane with the usual topology is continuous but not strongly so.
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Theorem
1. For a partial order P on a topological space X, the following are equivalent:
(1) P is strongly continuous.
(2) P = P*awrfP\A = Int(P\A). respectively such that UaX UbEP\A. Thus (a, 6)Glnt(P\A). Since P\A is open, P\A CInt P and therefore P(P)H(P\A) = 0. Since P is closed, P(P)CP = (P\A)WA. Hence P(P)CA. (3)=>(2). Since P(P)CACP, we have that P = P*. Let (a, b)EP\A. Then (a, 2>)GInt(P) and there exist neighborhoods Ua and Ub of a and b respectively such that Ua X UbEPSince X is Hausdorff, Ua and Ub may be taken to be disjoint. Thus UaXUbEP\A. 3 . Partial order derived from a semilattice. Let (A, A) be a semilattice, that is, let A be a commutative, associative, idempotent operation on XXX to A. The relation ^ (or P) on A defined by x^y iff x = xAy is a partial order [l] . The partial order ±£ is order-dense if for every x, yGA, x<y implies the existence of zGA such that x<z<y.
2. Let Xbea compact, iHausdorff) space with a semilattice operation A and let P be the associated partial order. If X is order-dense in P, then the strong continuity of P implies the continuity of A. The converse is not true.
Proof.
Let {(xa, ya): aEA} be a net in XXX converging to (a, b). It suffices to show that the net {xttAya: aEA } converges to a Kb.
Case (i). Let a<b. Then a = aAb. Let U he any neighborhood of a = aAb. By strong continuity of P, there exist neighborhoods Gl and d of a and b respectively such that xEGJ, yEGb implies x<y. Let Ga=UDG/,. Then xEGa, yEGb implies xAy = xGG«,CL7.
One easily sees that z'^z. Now, if z' <z, z'<z<a and z'<z<b. Then, by repeated use of the definition of strong continuity of P, we can find neighborhoods U, V, Wx and W2 of z', z, a and b respectively such that for every xEU, yEV, sEWx and tEW2 we have x<y<s and x<y<t.
Since xa converges to a and ya tob; xaEWi and yaEW2 whenever a^ao tor some ao. In other words for a=;ao, z<x and z<y so that s==XcjAy". But every xEU is such that x<z. Hence the net {xaAya:aEA } cannot be frequently in U, contradicting the fact that z' is its cluster point. Hence z'=s.
Thus z is the unique cluster point of JxaAya: aEA}. Since X is compact, this proves that z is its unique limit point.
Case (iii): Let a = b. Again, let z'be a cluster point of {x"Ay":aE^4 }. By the same argument as in Case (ii) we see that z'5=a = aA&. If z' <a then since X is order-dense, there is zEX such that z' <z<a. Arguing in the same way as in Case (ii), we see that in this case z' cannot be a cluster point of the net.
That the converse is not true is seen by considering the example of the unit square in the Euclidean plane with the usual partial order.
The condition that the space X be order-dense cannot be dropped, as the following example shows. Example 1. Let L be a horizontal straight line segment and with the usual Euclidean topology on it. Let 0 be any point below Z (not on Z) and with the discrete topology on it. Let X = LVJ{0} and topologize X by using as a base the union of topologies on Z and 0. Then A is a semilattice operation on X such that the associated partial order is strongly continuous. But X is not order-dense and A is not continuous.
Before closing, one may also note the semigroup version of Theorem 2. It reads Theorem 3. Let Sbea compact, Hausdorff topological space on which is defined a commutative idempotent semigroup operation such that whenever X9*y and x = xy, there is zES such that x^z^y and x -xz and z = yz. Let P = {(x, y): x = xy}. Then F(P)CA implies that (S, ■) is a topological semigroup.
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